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Toilet Story 
 
 
Sometimes, when something horrific is described, music or film is joined to the description. This helps mankind learn from 
these events. But what of those happenings about which no one wishes to create art? Perhaps Disney makes a cat, or 
perhaps an artist pours a skeleton on top. Please synch my body up but leave the zipper down. 
 



 

The Shape of Spain's Flag 
 
 
During insomnia, I think of Marc Summers from Double Dare.   
He is OCD and washes his hands like a thousand times a day. 
The river. I wonder if he washed his hands in the river. 
That’s fun in theory but he would be too stressed about other, 
different bacteria that  doesn’t fall out of faucets. 
When there was a gunshot, all the deer stopped farting and munching  
grass, and they all looked for a millisecond in that direction and then all sprang  
away away, like Nazis, away. 
That moment on my way to bed, sober, knowing that the next seven hours  
would be hell. 
After the volcano, all the victims were able to subsist on what came out  
of the volcano.  We call them Ash-eaters, or Ashatarians, or Ashgans. 
I take an Ash-eater and he climbs the stairs into my bedroom. 
Then the next night, sated, he sleeps on the couch. 
Then there are more and more. They can’t properly be fed and satisfied. 
Then got out of control.  I was out of baking soda and vinegar and food coloring.  
Everyone knows paper mache is hard. 
The Ash-eaters tell me that the devastation is real. They tell me the flooding of ash that I made in my kitchen is real.  They 
tell me there are no more trees.  
One has ash where his pupils should be.  One has brown oil smudged in the shape of Spain’s flag.  I tell that one he’s an 
idiot.  He was in my bed looking at me hungrily like a zombie who doesn’t know he’s a zombie yet.  I ran downstairs and 
emailed him to get out.   
I’m sitting here waiting for him to get the message. 



 

Body Science  
 
 
My skin pushes water through itself 
and Adam called this sweat and the water is called sweat. 
My female parts void water from my bladder 
and Adam called this urination and the water is called piss or pee. 
My tear ducts excrete water from my eyes 
in conjunction with emotion  
and this is called crying and the water is called tears. 
Each carries with it different hormones, is expelling different substances along with itself. 
 
I don’t know what to call this feeling but I know you are mostly water too 
and that you’re gone from me. 
 



 

Male Urination 
 
 
Most male humans urinate standing up. Foreskin causes turbulence.  The circumcised male urinates with more accelerating 
force. An interesting statistical study would analyze the male ego in relation to his pee’s speed. After urinating, an uncircumcised 
human male squeezes or very gently quivers (jerks at) his penis. The human male trouser, or pants, generally have a “fly” – a 
zipper allowing easy portable access to his member and, if necessary, his sex. Yes, other trousers are indeed available, but these 
are generally reserved for drag queens or those males who prefer to sit down while urinating. These trousers have an elastic 
band, also allowing relatively easy access to the male penis for the purposes of urination, sex, or gentle cupping of the testicles. 
  
 



 

DICHOTOMY  
 
 
Inside for a day, prone 
Outside for two hours 
Forty-five minutes at forty miles an hour inside 
Five minutes outside 
One minute forty seconds outside 
Ten hours inside 
Four minutes outside 
Ten minutes inside 
Three minutes outside 
An hour and a half inside 
Five minutes outside 
fifteen minutes at forty-five miles an hour inside 
Ten minutes outside  
Two hours inside 
Ten minutes outside  
Fifteen minutes at forty miles an hour inside 
Ten minutes outside  
Fifteen hours inside 
 

 


